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Let A be a finite-dimensional ^-algebra over an algebraically closed fieldk.
We denote by mod A the category of finitely generated left ^-modules. For
an A-module AX we denote by pd^Z (resp. id^Z) the projective (resp. injective)
dimension of X. With D=Homk(―, k) we denote the standard duality with
respect to the ground field. Then AD{AA) is an injective cogenerator for mod A.
To formulate some of the homological conjectures we need some more
notation. Let AJcmod A be the fullsubcategory containing the finitelygener-
ated injective A-modules. Let Kb{AS) be the homotopy category of bounded
complexes over AS. Let Db(A) be the derived category of bounded complexes
over mod A. We consider Kb(AJ) as a full subcategory of Db(A). We define.
KbUJV= {X(=-Db(A)＼Hom(I, X) = 0 for all I^Kb(AJ)}.
We are interested in the following conjectures:
(1) Finitistic Dimension Conjecture: f6(A)=sup{pdAX＼pdAX<oo} is finite.
(2) Vanishing Conjecture: Kb(AJ)x=Q.
(3) Generalized Nakayama Conjecture: For a simple module
AS there is
z^O such that Ex.tA(AD{AA), AS)^0.
We refer to [AR], [Bl], [H3] and [J] for some further information about
these conjectures.
The aim of this articleis to show that using the language of triangulated
categories certain reduction techniques can be obtained. To be more precise
we will show the following results:
A module Teraod A is called a (generalized) tiltingmodule if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) pd/T<oo
(ii) Exti(7＼ T)=0 for alli>0
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(iii) There is a long exact sequence Q^AA->T0-* ■･･-^Tm-+0 with T,-e
addT.
In section 2 we will show.
Theorem 1. Let A be a finite-dimensionalalgebra and T a tiltingmodule.
Let B=EndAT. Then fdC4)<oo if and only if fd(B)<oo.
Using the notion of recollement introduced by [BBD] (see section 3 for
more details)we show the following result.
Theorem 2. Let A be a finite-dimensionalgebra and assume thatDb{A)
has a recollement relativeto Db(A') and Db(A") for some finite-dimensional
algebras A', A". Then fdC4)<oo if and onlyif MA') and MA")<oo.
In section 4 we will see that the generalized Nakayama conjecture is related
to a problem about Grothendieck groups of triangulated categories.
In section one we will recall the terminology about complexes which we
will have to use and recall the relationship of the conjectures above.
We denote the compositionn of morphisms /: X ―>Y and g: Y-^Z in a
given category JC by fg.
1. Perpendicular categories.
1.1. For the convenience of the reader we recall some of the terminology
for complexes which we have to use.
Let a be an arbitrary additive subcategory of mod A.
A complex X'=(Xi, dx)i<=zover a is a collection of objects Xi from a and
morphisms di = dtx: X^Xi+1 such that didi+1=0. A complex X- = {X＼ dx) is
bounded below if Xi=0 for all but finitelymany z<0. It is called bounded above
if Xi=0 for all but finitely many *>0. It is bounded if it is bounded below
and bounded above. It is said to have bounded cohomology if Hi(X')=Q for all
but finitelymany i^Z, where by definitionHi(X') = ker dx/im dx'1. Denote by
C(a) the category of complexes over a, by C~(a) (resp. C+(a) resp. C~'b(a) resp.
C+-"(a),resp. C"(a)) the full subcategories of complexes bounded above (resp.
bounded below, resp. bounded above with bounded cohomology, resp. bounded
below with bounded cohomology, resp. bounded above and below).
If X' = (Xi> dx) is a complex, then s＼x^X'={i^Z＼Xi^Q) is called the
support of X'.
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If X'=(Xi, dlx)iezand Y' = (Yi, d^)iez are two complexes, a morphism /':
X'-^Y' is a sequence of morphisms fl: Xi-^Yi of a such that
ji fi+l fiJidxf ―/ dy
for all !GZ. The translationfunctor is defined by
The mapping cone Cf. of a morphism /*: X'-^Y' is the complex
C/. = ((Z-[l])i0Fi, dh})
with 'differential'
dr fi+i＼
0 di
)
We denote by K~(a), K+(a), K~-b(a), K+-b(a) and K≫(a) the homotopy cate-
gories of the categories of complexes introduced above. Note that all these
categories are triangulated categories in the sense of [F],
Recall that two morphisms /", g': X'―*Y' are called homotopic, if there
exist morphisms h*: Xi^Yi~1 such that fi-gi^dlxhi+1 + hidt1 for all jeZ.
We denote by AS (resp. AS) the full subcategory of mod A formed by the
projective (resp. injective) A-modules. Then we identify the derived category
D＼A) of bounded complexes over mod A with K'^US) or with K+-b(AJ). In
case A has finiteglobal dimension this yields the identificationof Db(A) with
Kb{A&) or with Kb(AS), since the natural embedding of Kb(A9>) into K~-b(AQ?)
is an equivalence in this case. We identify the derived category D~(A) of
complexes bounded above over mod A with K~(A@) and we identify the derived
category D+(A) of complexes bounded below over mod A with K+{A<3).
1.2. We will briefly recall from [HZ~＼ the relationship between the con-
jectures mentioned in the introduction. Recall that we have defined
KKaSY- ＼X(EDb(A)|Hom(/, *)=0 for all I ^K＼A<3)＼.
Proposition. Let A be a finite-dimensionalk-algebra. Then
(i) // fd(4)<oo, then Kb(Ajy=0.
(ii) // Kb(AJ)x=0, then given 0^AX there existsi^O such that
Exti(D(AA),X)^0.
Proof. For (i) assume that Kb{Asy=t§. Let I'<=Kb(Ajy. We assume
that /'= (/*,of/)^0. Applying the translationfunctor if necessary we may
assume that /*=()for z<0. Next consider the complex
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- 0 ―> Hom(D(AA), 1°)―> Uom(D(AA), 71) ―> ■･･
Observe that Hom(D(AA), Ij)(EA&. Since I'(eK"(aJ)l we infer that this complex
is acyclic. Note that pd cok Hom(D(AA), rfi)<°°.But this contradicts fd(A)<oo.
For (ii)assume that there exists Q=EAX with ExtA((D(AA), X)=0 for all
f^O. Let /" be a minimal injective resolution of AX. We consider /" as
element of D＼A). We claim that I'<=Kb{AS)L.
For this let /■=(/*, dj)^K＼AJ). So there exists r£s such that Ji=Q for
z<r and i>s. The wz<if/i≪;(/')of /' is by definition s ―r+1. The assertion
Hom(/', /")=0 now follows easily by induction on w(J') by considering a
triangle as in lemma 1.1 of [HI] and applying the cohomological functor
HomD6u)(/", ―) to this triangle. The start of the induction is just the assump-
tion Exti(Z)(4i), X)=0 for all i^O.
The proposition above shows that Kb(AJ)x=Q implies that A satisfiesthe
socalled Nunke condition (see [J]), in particular satisfiesthe generalized Naka-
yama conjecture.
1.3. Let A and B be two finite-dimensional algebras. We say that A and
B are derived equivalent if Db(A) the D"(B) are equivalent as triangulated
categories. We refer to [Ri] for necessary and sufficientconditions and to 2.1
for specificclasses of examples.
Proposition. Let A and B he derived equivalent finite-dimensionalalgebras.
Then Kb(AjV=0 if and only if Kb(BJ)x=0.
Proof. In fact,let F: Db(A)^D＼B) be a triangle equivalence. Then the
restriction of F to the subcategory Kb(AS) induces a triangle equivalence Kb{AS)
-≫K＼B<3),hence K＼ASY^K＼BJ)＼
2. Tiltinginvariance.
2.1. Let A be a finite-dimensionalalgebra and AT be a tiltingmodule.
We consider also B=EndAT. We refer to [HI], [H2] and [Mi] for an outline
of tiltingtheory. We will need that in thissituationA and B are derived
equivalent. The functors giving thisequivalenceare obtained as follows.
We identifyD＼A) with K+-b(A<3).Let t be the fullsubcategory of mod B
with objects HomA(T, I) for Iela<3. We consider /f+i6(addt)as a fullsub-
category of K+'b(modB) and denote by Q+ib the localizationfunctor from
K+-b(modB) to DHB). Let
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F'=HomA(T, -): K+'b(AJ) ―> K+'b(addt)
Then F=Q+-bF' is a triangle equivalence from Db{A) to Db{B).
For the inverse we identify Db{B) with K.-'b{B&) and consider the full sub-
category i' of mod A with objects T<g)BP for Pe^. We consider K~-b(addi')
as a full subcategory of K~-6(mod
^4)
and denote by Q~'b the localizationfunctor
from if-'6(mod,4) to Db(A). Let
G'=TRB-: K-b(B$>)―>K-b(addY)
Then G=Q-bG' is a triangle equivalence from D"(B) to Db(A), which is
quasiinverse to F.
2.2. Let A be a finite-dimensionalalgebra and AT be a tiltingmodule with
B=EndAT. It is known that in this case gl. dim^Koo if and only if
gl. dimi3<co. The next result generalizes this.
Theorem. fdG4)<oo if and onlyif f&{B)<oo.
Proof. Let BM be a 5-module of finiteprojectivedimension and let Bi＼
an arbitrary5-module. Let P'(M) and P'(N) be minimal projectiveresolutions
of M and N. Note that by assumption P-(M)<EKb(B&) and P'(N)^K--b(B^).
Using the notation of 2.1 we have the following:
Ext^M, N)=HomDHB,(M, #[*])
=HomA-6(Bff)(/3-(M),P'(iV)M)
-Homo6u>(G(P-(M)); G(P-(N)IQ))
= HomD6w)(G(P-(M)), G(/"(7V))M)
for allfeiV. We consider the complexes Q＼-{Q＼,rfi)=T(g)BP>(M)and Qz=
T^BP-{N). Note that <?|=0 for ≪>0 and that /f~8((?;)=0for s>pdT£=r<co
since H~*(Q＼)=Torf(T, M). We consider the complex X'^Db{A) isomorphic
to Q＼
d~r
X-= ...0 ―> ker d~r ―> Qr ―> > Qj1 ―> Ql ―> 0 ･･･
Since X-^G(P-(M))<=Kb(A3>) we infer that pd^ kerd~r<°o. Therefore X'=*Q-
Gif'GS-) with width w(Qm)^r+fd(A)+2. Thus Q- and Qi[f] have disjoint
support for t>r-＼-fd(A)+2.The calculationabove then shows that ExtB(M, N)
=0 for *>r+fd(,4)+2, so pdsM^r+fd04)+2, in particularfd(B)<oo.
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3. Recollement.
3.1. Let C, C and C" be triangulated categories. Following [BBD] a
recollement of C relative to C and C" is given by
i* j＼
such that
(RI) (i*
c
I*
c C"
*'*)>iiu il)>(j<, 7!) and (/*, /*) are adjoint pairs of exact functors
(Rii) y*i*=o
(RIII) i*i*= id, id = iHu j*j* = id and id = j[j＼
(RIV) For X(bC there are triangles
j,PX -^X^ i*i*X -^ Jd-X＼Y]
i,fX ―>X―^ j*j*X ―> hi'X[Y] .
(The morphisms in (RIII) and (RIV) are the adjunction morphisms.
Note that it is a consequence from the definition that also z!/*=Q and
i*ji =0. Also we point out that the functors ?*, /, and /# are full embeddings.
We refer to [BBD] for properties of recollements and to [Ko] for necessary
and sufficient conditions that D~(A) has a recollement relative to D~{A') and
D~(A") for some finite-dimensionalalgebras A, A', A".
In particular we mention the following result from [Ko]. If D~(A) has a
recollement relative to D~(A') and D~(A") for some finite-dimensionalalgebras
A, A', A" and one of the algebras A, A', A" has finiteglobal dimension then
D＼A) has a recollement relative to D＼A') and DHA").
3.2. For the proof of theorem 2 from the introduction we need some
preparation. We have a canonical embedding of mod A―>Db(A) which sends an
^4-module X to the complex concentrated in degree zero with stalk equal to X.
We will identify X with the corresponding stalk complex.
We will also need the following facts. For a proof we refer to [Ri]. Let
X-<eD＼A), then
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(*)H-KX-)=EomDHA,(AA,X-in) for all /eZ
^HomDHA)(X･[-/], D{AA)) for all jgZ
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The subcategories K"(A&) of D＼A) and K＼A<3) of D＼A) can be characterized
as follows:
(-)Kb(A2>)={X-^Db(A)＼WEEDb(A)3t0 with Hom(^-, F'M)=0V^M
(+)Kb(AJ)={X-(EDb(A)＼W-<EEDb(A)3t0 with HomCT, X'[f])=0^t^U＼
Lemma. Let B, C be finite-dimensional algebras and let
i*
Db(C) ^ Db(B)
2*
be exact functors with (i*, /#) an adjoint pair. Then there is r^O such that
H-j(t*X)=0 for all Zemod C and all j^r.
Proof. Let P-=i*BB. We claim that P-^Kb(c&). For this let Y'(EDb(C).
Then
HomCP", Y')=Hom(BB, i*Y') by adjointness.
Since i*Y-^Db{B) and
BBGKb(B&)
there is U such that
Hom(B£, *#r-M)=0 for all ^f0 by (-).
So there is t0 such that
Hom(P#, r-[Tj)=0 for all ^0,
hence P'(EKb{c&) by (-).
Since P'^Kb(c3>) there is r^O such that P* and Z[j] have disjoint support
for all /2>r. So the assertion follows from (*).
The following is dual to the previous lemma.
Lemma. Let B, C be finite-dimensional algebras and let
h
D＼C) ~^Z D"(B)
P
be exact functors with (j,, j[) an adjoint pair. Then there is r^O such that
H-j(j,X)=0 for all lemod C and all j^r.
Proof. Let I-=j-D{BB). We claim that I'<=Kb{cS). For this let Y'el
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D＼C). Then
Hom(F% /･)―Hom(/,F', D{BB)) by adjointness.
Since jlY-(=D"(B) and D(BB)^Kb(BS) there is i0 such that
Hom(?,r-, Z?(Bb)M)=0 for all ^^0 by (+).
So there Is t0 such that
Hom(K', /*W)=0 for all t^U,
hence I-<=Kb(cJ) by (+).
Since I'(E.Kb(c3) there is r^O such that /' and X＼_―;] have disjoint sup-
oort for all />r. So the assertion follows from (*).
3.3. We will now give the proof of theorem 2 from the introduction.
Theorem. Let A be a finite-dimensionalalgebra and assume that Db{A) has
a recollement relative to Db(A') and D"(A") for some finite-dimensionalalgebras
A', A". Then fd(^)<co if and only if fdCA')<°°and id(A")<^.
Proof. We first show that fd(A')<oo.
Let A'S be a simple ^'-module and let Y-(S)=i*S. Since Y-(S)^Db(A)
there is to^O with F£(S)=0 for all t^t0 and all simple .^'-modules 5. Let Ie
mod ^4' with pd^'Z<oo. Then
Exti-(Z, S) = Homo6U')(^, Sp])
= Homfl6U)(i*^,y(S)p]).
We claim that i^X^K＼AS). For this let Y-<bD＼A). By (―) there is m0 such
that for all m^m0 we have that
HomDbCA,,(X,fY'lm-])=Q.
But again by adjointness we have that
HomD6oo(f*X, y-[w≫])=HomZ)6<il.)(^, z!F'[w]).
Thus using (―) again we infer that /^eiC^^). So
i^X=P*- ...0-JP-s->---^P°->----P1'-0--- .
Let r^O be an integer satisfying the assertion in 3.2. If s^r, then for
t>to + r we infer that i*X and F'(S)[if] have disjoint support for all simple A'-
modules S. If s>r, then by 3.2 we infer that pdA ker dpr <oo, hence
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pdA kerdpr^fd(,4)<oo. Hence for t>to+r+fd(A) we infer that i*X and F"(S)[f]
have disjointsupport for all simple yi'-modules S. Hence ExtA'(.X,S)=0 for all
t>to+r+fd(A) and all simple A'-modules S. In particular,fd(A')<oo.
A similar proof shows that fd(A")<°°- For the convenience of the reader
we supply the details.
Let A.S be a simple ^"-module and let Y-(S)=j＼S. Since Y＼S)(EDb(A)
there is ?0:>0 with Yt(S)=0 for all t^t0 and all simple ,4'-modules S. Let Ig
mod A" with pd^≫^<co. Then
Ext'AX, S)=HomDbiA^X, S[f])
-Hom^u^y.Z, F-(S)M).
We claim that j{X<=Kb{A&). For this let Y'(^D＼A). By (-) there is m0 such
that for all m^m.o we have that
Hom^cW^y!^'W)=0.
But again by adjointness we have that
HomDblA>U＼X> Y'[m2) = HomDHA,0(X, j-Y'[m]).
Thus using (―) again we infer that j[X(EKb(AS>). So
jlX=P'= ■■■0 ―> P~s ―> >P° ―> >PS' ―> 0 ･･･.
Let rSgO be an integer satisfying the assertion of the second lemma in 3.2.
If s^r, then for t>to+r we infer that j,X and F'(S)[f] have disjointsupport
for all simple ^"-modules 5. If s>r, then by 3.2 we infer that pdA ker dpr <oo,
hence pd^ker dpr^;fd(A)<c≫. Hence for £M0+r+fd(.4) we infer that j,X and
y*(S)[f] have disjointsupport for allsimple ^''-modules S. Hence Exti≫(Z,S)=0
for all t>to+r-＼-fd(A) and all simple ^'"-modules S. In particular,fd(^//)<oo.
We now show the converse.
Let X<=mod A with pd^Z<oo and S a simple /1-module. By (RIV) there
are triangles:
j,fX ―> X ―> i*i*X ―> jxpXll]
and
ia'S ―> S ―> /*/*S ―> i,i'S[1].
For abbreviation we set: X'=jxjlX, X" ―i^X and S'=ia'S, S"=j*j*S.
Apply HomaftooCX". ―) to the second triangle. This yields a long exact sequence,
where we use (―, ―)=HomDHA)(―, ―[m]) as an abbreviation.
->m(X, S') ―> m(Z, 5) ―> m{X, S") ―> m+1(X, S') ―>
Applying Homs&oo(―, S') to the firsttriangle yields a long exact sequence
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> n(X", S') ―> m(X, S') ―> m{X', S') ―> m+1(X", S') ―>
Applying HomDbtA)(―, S") to the firsttriangle yields a long exact sequence
> m(X", S") ―> m(X, S") ―> m(X', S") ―> m+1(X", S") ―>
Next we observe that
m{X', S')=mUxpX, ffS)
=m(j＼fX, ni[S)
= m(i*j,r-X,PS) (by adjointness)
and that
=0 (since 3*7.=0)
m{X", S")=m(i*i*X, j*j*S)
= m(ia*X, jJ*S)
= m(i*X, ilj*j*S) (by adjointness)
=0 (since *!.7*=0).
We claim that thereis mo^O such that m(X", S')=0 for all m^mQ. Note
that
m(X", S')=m(i*i*X, ia'S)
=HomDb<.A'->(i*X,z"!S[m])
Let Y'(S) = i'S. So there is to^O such that Yl(S)=0 for all f£t0. As in
3.2 we may show that i*X^Kb{A.&). So
i*X=P'= ･･･0 ―> P~s ―> >P° ―> > Ps> ―> 0 ･･･.
We may apply the second lemma in 3.2 to the pair (i*,i#). So there is
r^O such that //->(i**)=0 for all X^modA and all j^r. If s£r, then for
m>to+r we infer that i*X and Y'{S)[rn] have disjoint support for all simple
^4-modules S. If s>r, then by 3.2 we infer that pd^- ker dpr<oo, hence pd^-
ker dp^fd(A')<oo. Hence for m>to+r+fd(A') we infer thati*X and Y-(S)£m']
have disjointsupport for all simple ^4-modules S. Hence there is mo^O such
that m(X", S')=0 for all m^m0.
We claim that there is no^O such that n(X', S")=0 for all n^n0. Note
that
n(X', S") =nUdlx,ui*S)
=HomDb<:A'oU]X> /*S[ra])
Let Y-(S)=j*S. So there is to^O such that F£(S)=0 for all t^t0. We
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show firstthat pX=j*XeLKb{A.S). For this let Y-^D＼A'f). Then
Hom(/*Z, F')=Hom(^, j*Y') by adjointness.
Since j*Y'^LP(A) and X^K＼B&) there is p0 such that
Hom(X, y*r-[f])=O for all />^/>0 by (-).
So there is />,such that
Hom(J*X,Y-ipJ)=0 for all />^/>0,
hence j*X<=K＼A.2) by (-). So
j'X=P-= ･■･0 ―> /≫"･―> > P°―> > Fs' ―> 0 ･･･.
We may apply the firstlemma in 3.2 to the pair (/,,p). So there is r^O
such that H-j(jlX)=0 for alllemodi and all j^r. If s^r, then for n>^0+^
we infer that pX and Y'(S)[n~] have disjointsupport for all simple ^4-modules
S. If s>r, then by 3.2 we infer that pdA≫kerdpr <oo, hence pd^kerrfp7"^
fdCA")<°°. Hence for n>to+r+i&{A") we infer that pX and F'(S)[m] have
disjointsupport for all simple yi-modules S. Hence there is no^O such that
n(Xf, S")=0 for all n^n0.
Let so=max(rao, n0).
The previous considerations show that S(X, S')―S(X, S")=Q for all s^s0.
The first long exact sequence then shows that S(X, S)―ExtsA(X, S)=0 for all
s^s0 and all simple ^4-modules S. In particular,fd(^4)<co.
Note that the theorem above generalizes a result of [W] where under the
same assumptions it was shown that gl. dim yt<oo if and only if gl. dim A'<oo
and gl. dim^4*<oo.
3.4. We give two examples to which this theorem may be applied. We
stress that there exist proofs of these results avoiding the use of triangulated
categories (see for example [FS]).
Let A', A" be finite-dimensional algebras and let A-MA,, be a bimodule.
Consider the triangular matrix algebra A of the form
with multiplication
("■
＼ o
A
m＼/b'
a" A 0
I A' M ＼
＼ 0 A")
b"
-(
a'b' a'm'+mb"
0 a"b"
where a', b'<=A', m, m'^M and a", b"^A".
)
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It is easy to see that the resitin [K6] may be applied. So D~(A) has a
recollement relative to D~(A') and D~(A").
Asume that A' or A" has finiteglobal dimension. Then D＼A) has a re-
collement relative to Db{Af) and D＼A"). In particular, fd(i4)<oo if fdCA')<°°
and fd(i4*)<oo.
We refer to [K6] for other conditions that D＼A) has a recollement relative
to D＼A') and D＼A").
In the next example we will use the concept of perpendicular categories
as introduced in [GL], see also [H4].
Let X^modA with pd^Z^l. We define the right perpendicular category
Xx to be the full subcategory of mod A whose objects Z satisfy
UomA(X, Z)=0=ExtA(X, Z).
It is straightforward to see that X1 is an abelian category, which is closed
under extensions and that the inclusion functor XL >->･mod A is exact. The next
result states some useful properties of X1 under additional assumptions. For
the proof we refer to [GL] or [H41.
Theorem. Let X^modA such that pd^Z^l and Exti(X, X)=Q, then there
exists aQ^X1 such that XL = mod Ao, with A0=EndAQ. If X is indecomposable,
then rk K0(A0)=rk K0(A) ―1, where K0(A) denotes the Grothendieck group of A.
Now assume that A admits a simple yl-module S with pd^S=l. Note that
we clearly have Exti(S, 5)=0. Again using [Ko] we see that D~(A) has a
recollement relative to D~(A') and D~(A"), where A'=EndAQ for a projective
generator AQ of S1 and A" = k. Since gl. dim 6=0 we infer that Db(A) has a
recollement relative to Db(A') and Db{A"). In particular,fd(A)<°o if M{A')<oo.
We refer to [H4] and [Ko] for other situations in which Db{A) admits a re-
collement.
4. Grothendieck groups.
4.1. The generalized Nakayama conjecture is related to a problem about
Grothendieck groups of triangulated categories. First we need a reformulation
of the generalized Nakayama conjecture which is due to [AR].
(3'): Let AM be a cogenerator for mod A with Extl(M, Af)=0 for all i>0,
then AM is injective.
The following is shown in [AR]. The generalized Nakayama conjecture
holds for all finite-dimensional algebras if and only if the conjecture (30 holds
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for all finite-dimensional algebras.
Let us indicate one direction.
The following notation seems to be useful. If AM is an A-module we may
s
decompose AM― ^ Mp with Mt indecomposable, M^Mj for i=tj and n^O.
i=l
In this case we denote the number s of non-isomorphic indecomposable direct
summands of M by d(M).
We assume that (3') holds for all finite-dimensionalalgebras with rk K0(A)
= n ―1 and we claim that the generalized Nakayama conjecture holds for all
finite-dimensional algebras with rk K<>(A)= n. In fact,let A be an algebra with
rk K0(A)=n and let
>P2 ―* />,―>/>,―> D{AA) -^ 0
be a minimal projective resolution of D(AA). Assume that there is a simple
,4-module S with ExVA(D(AA), S)―Q for all i. Let P(S) be the projective cover
of 5. Then P(S) is not a direct summand of Pt for all i. Let AA=PRP(S)r
such that P(S) is not a summand of P. Let B―EndAP. Then it follows from
[Ei] that we have a full exact embedding of triangulated categories D~{B)-*
D~(A). By the choice of P we infer that Kb{AS) is contained in D~(B). Using
the obvious identificationswe may consider D(AA) as B-module. But 8(D(AA))
= n and Extj,(D(AA), D(AA))=0 for all *>0 yields a contradiction to (3').
We recall now the definitionof the Grothendieck group of a triangulated
category [Gr]. For this let C be a triangulated category. Let 3 be the free
abelian group on the isomorphism classes of objects in C. The isomorphism
class of an object IgC is denoted by [Z]. Let <S' be the subgroup of 3
generated by PG + [Z]-[T] for all triangles X-+Y-+Z->X[1] in C. Then by
definitionthe Grothendiek group of C is K0(C)=3/3'.
Let F: C'―>C be an exact functor of triangulated categories. Then there
is an induced map K0(F): K0(C')->K0(C).
For example consider the embedding of Kb(A&) into Db{A). Then the in-
duced map on the level of Grothendieck groups turns out to be the Cartan
map (see [B2] for a definition). In particular we see that K0(F) need not to
be injective, if F is an embedding, since it is easy to construct examples of
finite-dimensional algebras A such that the determinant of the Cartan map
vanishes.
In the following proof we will identify an object X with its isomorphism
class ＼_X~].
Proposition Let ft; Db(A)-> D~(A) be the canonical embedding. Then
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Proof. Let X-={X＼ dlx)EDb(A) be a complex. Then X'='Z(-l)iXi in
K0(Db(A). Therefore it is enough to show that Ka(fi)(X)=0 for Zemod A,
which we identify with the complex of Db(A) concentrated in degree zero with
stalk equal to X. For X*Emod,4 we consider the following complexes. Let
Y'=UX[Q and Z-=JIX[Q. We have a triangle in D~(A) of the form X-*
HO i<o
Y-^Z-^X[Y]. Thus X+Z--Y-=O in K0(D~(A)). Also consider Y＼=Z＼=
H.X[2i-Y＼, F2=n^[2i] and Z＼=JlX＼_2t＼.We have trianglesin D~(A):
ISO iSO i<0
Z＼―>Z-―>Z＼―>Z;[1]
and
In particular,Zl + Zj-Z'^O and r;+F2-r-=0 in K0(D~(A)).
Let X'^X*, dl) with ^=A" for ≫=0,-1 and X*=Q for -l^i^O, and
d'^idx and d*=0 for i^-l. Let A"i=II^[2i] and Ki= II i[2f-l]. Note
ISO ISO
that ^1=^2 in D~G4), sincethey are homotopy-equivalentto the zero complex
in jFf~(modA). Clearly we have triangles
Y'2―> K＼―* Fi ―> nCl]
and
Z2 ―> K'2―> Z＼―> Z2[l]
Thus Yl + Yl ―K＼=0 and Z[+Z2-K2=0 in K0(D'(A)). Summarizing we obtain
in MD-(A))
X=Y--Z'
=Y＼-{-Y2―Z＼―Z＼
=K＼-Ki
=0
It was shown in [Gr] that K0(Db(A))^K0(A), which is isomorphic to Z"
with n=8(AA).
4.2. Following [V] we call a fulltriangulated subcategory C of a triang-
ulated subcategory C an epaisse subcategory, if C is closed under direct sum-
mands. We consider the following condition:
(3"): Let C be an epaisce subcategory of Db(A) such that K0(A) is finitely
generated. Then rk K0(C)^n.
Remark. If (3*) holds then the generalized Nakayama conjecture holds.
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Proof. By the mentioned resultof [AR] it is enongh to verify condition
(30- Let AM be a generator which satisfiesExtJUM, M)=0 for alli>0. Then
it is easy to see that we obtain a fullembedding Kb (add M)-+Db(A) (compare
[HI]). So we may consider K" (add M) as an epaisse subcategory of Db(A).
A straightforward calculationshows that K0(Kb(add M))^Z8iM＼ So d(M)<>n
by (3"). Since M is a generator we know that AA is a directsummand of M,
hence M is projective.
Note that the proof actually shows that for an arbitrary ^-module M which
satisfiesExti(M, Af)=0 for all />0 the number d{M)<>n in case (3*) holds.
It is easy to construct counterexamples to the condition (3*) if we leave
out the assumptions that C is epaisse or that K0{C) is finitelygenerated. For
instance let A be a finite-dimensionaltame hereditary algebra and let C=Db{Sl)
be the derived category of the abelian subcategory iRcmod A of regular A-
modules. Clearly C is an epaisse subcategory of Db(A), but K0(C) is not finitely
generated. We thank H. Lenzing for this example, which led to a reformula-
tion of a more optimistic version of (3").
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